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Have you ever wondered how our Fire Department receives vital dispatch information after a person in need
DIALS 911.
While the time-tested PAGER system still exists and will probably never be replaced, there are many third-party services people
use to receive dispatch information to their smart phone, smart tablet and/or PC, and Text Messaging
Since 2007, The Wright Township Volunteer Fire Department has been utilizing a very popular third-party service called
I Am Responding® (This is not endorsement for the product, simply our overview of the product and some of its abilities)

This and many other products are available however this is the service we and more recently almost all of the departments in the
Mountain Top Firefighters Mutual Aid has chose to utilize to be interoperable with one another. This allows all of us to view each
others mapping and see who is responding (when enabled).
This is important – if we or another department adds a fire hydrant, specific hazard, closed roadway, etc…to the map, everyone
can see it and be aware of it while responding. It allows everyone to see important information that can be placed on the map
during non-emergency times to assist everyone when one occurs.
Our department has mapped Wright, Rice and most of Fairview Township fire hydrants. We have also mapped most non fire
hydrant water sources such as ponds, lakes, and streams (dry hydrants as well), specific hazards, SDS sheets and preplans for
businesses, etc. The system shows a google overhead view of the dispatch address, showing us and all responders a bird's eye
view of how to get to the emergency and what the property looks like before we even arrive.
Taking this one step further, if accessed from a smart phone or tablet, it will turn into a real time GPS and other functions.

Before the Incident
These are two examples of the screens displayed in our station 24/7 – End user defined; we can choose from a list of items to
display. This screen changes when a dispatch is received from the 911 center and displays a list of other items that would be
more specific to the emergency we are dispatched to respond to – such as a GPS map and route to our destination.
On this screen you can also see the list of people who are on duty. This is a predetermined schedule that is mostly active
from 10PM to 6AM and has a minimum of 4 responders assigned every night. One name has been placed on the screen to
show an example (name crossed off for privacy) .*the incident displayed is an announcement for a fire hydrant that is out of service, not an emergency call

The screen also shows
events, incidents (the ones
displayed are for a fire hydrant out of service),
Apparatus in service and
the current weather. We
can place other info on
the screen and do so
from time to time. We
have made it simple for
this presentation.

A call for service is received
This is the screen displayed at the station after the 911 center sends a dispatch message or a general announcement. The
display changes to show anyone viewing who will be responding, where they are responding too, where we are dispatched
too and a map of the route to the location. We know who is responding so we can build crews before leaving the station
and assign members to specific apparatus as needed.
It also shows mutual aid department members responding from others who utilize the same responding system. We have
used this system since 2007, but more recently most of the Mountain Top Mutual Aid has started using this same system as
well. This is a very helpful tool for all departments. *the incident displayed is an announcement for a fire hydrant that is out of service, not an emergency call

The Smart Phones Role
These are three examples of what a smart phone can display. There are many different items to choose from
but during an emergency, these are the most used.*the incident displayed is an announcement for a fire hydrant that is out of service, not an emergency call.

Responders name here
– to Station

Dispatch information provided
by the 911 center (this is an
announcement of a fire hydrant out of service)

The main screen after pushing the
respond button, this area displays
everyone responding to the
incident, all members can view this

Pressing the Map button from
the incident detail screen,
provides a map, complete with
all the markings.

A Tablets (Ipad) Role
Every apparatus we have utilizes a touch pad to display dispatch information, show mapping, members
responding from our station and our mutual aid, GPS turn by turn if needed, among many other things controlled
by the user. After our members are buckled into the apparatus, the passenger utilizes the pad to assist the
operator with many things, including helping to navigate correctly to the emergency. It also helps locate fire
hydrants, specific hazards and other specifics placed on the map.

Other Functions of the System

This system is also used for sending mass
emails, text messages, important files,
updates and many other things to our
membership.
Reports, Rosters, Training, Apparatus, and
many other areas are also incorporated into
this system. We use it for many areas
around the station to enable better
communication and organization.
It even sends automated reminders for all
scheduled events and other items to make
the operation more efficient.

From pre-incident information
To dispatching, messaging and more

Members Smart Phones
Tablets in Apparatus

Station Screen Displays
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